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ABOUT  AN INTERACTIVE MUSICAL AND EVERYBODY WINS 
Three contestants risk it all to win a record-setting $10 million jackpot. Inspired by 
primetime game shows that make every viewer feel like they’re in the hot seat, GAME 
ON is a one-of-a-kind WORLD PREMIERE musical that will have your blood pumping with 
every twist and turn. Who will take a chance? Who will play it safe? And who will claim 
the prize? Join the studio audience for a “live” taping of GAME ON and find out!

MONTY PRICE: GAME ON’s charismatic, clever and empathetic host.
GILLIAN VAN NESS: Monty’s Vanna White-like assistant.
DEBORAH: a French major from Atlanta who longs to travel abroad.
GRACE: a retired receptionist looking for a new lease on life.
FELIX: a guy who rarely takes a risk for fear of making wrong choices. 
NATALIE: an intuitive risk-taker who loves to fly by the seat of her pants.

MAIN
CHARACTERS

The show opens with Monty Price welcoming everyone to a special live taping of GAME 
ON. It’s the tenth anniversary episode of the popular game show and the stakes are higher 
than ever. Monty invites Deborah, the winner from the previous episode, back to the stage 
to continue competing for the chance to win $1,000,000. Monty wishes her luck as she 
begins to select boxes filled with various prizes one-by-one. 

Deborah gets down to the last box and must choose between walking away with $100,000 
and a trip to Paris, or continuing to play for a chance to win the $1,000,000 prize. After 
much contemplation, Deborah decides that it’s “Game Over” and walks away with 
$100,000 and her dream vacation. Monty congratulates her on her winnings and selects 
the next contestants who will be competing for the grand prize.

Among the selected contenders are Natalie, Felix and Grace. As the contestants rise to take 
the stage, it is revealed that Natalie and Felix are not quite strangers.

Monty goes on to explain how the game works. He brings out his lovely assistant, Gillian, 
and explains that each contestant gets to choose 1 box out of 28 that they think contains 
the grand prize of $1,000,000. They each make their selections.

During a commercial break, Felix is struggling with anxiety from the show (and from 
seeing his ex-girlfriend, Natalie) and asks his friend Chuck, a psychology professor, for 
some advice.

SYNOPSIS

90 Minutes, with no intermissionRUN TIME

General Audiences

Please note that children under the age of 3 will not be admitted to the theater.

PARENTAL 
GUIDELINES
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Returning from commercial break, Monty breaks the exciting news…the $1,000,000 prize 
has been upped to $10,000,000. The contestants eagerly fantasize about what they would 
do with that much money and Gillian daydreams about being a winner herself. Things are 
tense between Natalie and Felix as the contestants continue to play for the ultimate prize.  

In the end, one contestant remains and only two boxes are left in play. There is a 50/50 
chance that the last player standing could walk away with $10,000,000. The pressure is 
high as Monty slowly opens the contestant’s box to reveal their prize.

SYNOPSIS


